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Just 5% of jobs are completely automatable, but

44% of all work activities have automation potential.
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Note: The top five industries employ the most people.
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Are students prepared?
Parents today: 25 to 44 year-olds

37% had a high school credential or less in 2017
Of 8th graders whose parents had no education after high school

This multigenerational cycle, combined with rising workforce skill demands,
means more workers of all educational attainment levels will be:

36% were below Basic on NAEP reading and
48% were below Basic on NAEP math
These percentages were just
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Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018; U.S. Census Bureau, 2017; McKinsey Global Institute, 2018; and National Center for Education Statistics, 2017
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This infographic is the companion piece for SREB’s brief The SREB Region’s Economic Outlook: The Potential Impact
of Automation and AI, one of several follow-up pieces to SREB’s report Unprepared and Unaware: Upskilling the
Workforce for a Decade of Uncertainty. For more information, contact Meagan Crowe at meagan.crowe@SREB.org
or visit SREB.org/Workforce.

